INFORMATION REGARDING LICENSE FEE
License;
The license is an appliance fee, set by Parliament for a four-year period. The bi-annual collection of the
license fee is handled by DR License, part of DR's administration.
In Denmark you are legally obligated to register with DR License when you are of legal age. You need to
register, within 14 days of procurement, whether you own, lease, or borrow your appliances; and regardless
of whether you make use of DR's services or not.
The Media License, taken into effect January 1. 2007, covers appliances such as TV sets, radios, video or
DVD recorders, computers with internet access, and mobile phones and similar electronic devices, that also
work as a television or radio receiver. The Radio License covers radios only.
A license covers all appliances in the household, including its car, boat, and summer residence.
A household is:
 The license payer
 His/her spouse or partner
 Children; minors and children of legal age living at home - registered with the National Register of
Persons (CPR) at the same address.
Concession;
In Denmark students do not get a concession.
Prices;
Below are stated the prices of the Media and Radio License covering the calendar year of 2012:
Media License

2011

2012

6. Months

1150,00

1176,00

Monthly

191,67*

196,00*

Radio License

2011

2012

6. Months
160,00
160,00
Please note that all prices are stated in DKK.
Registration;
Please, register at http://www.dr.dk/OmDR/Licens/sprog/20090127110226.htm, or call DR License at +45
7020 1313
Cancellation;
If you no longer have any of the above-mentioned appliances you need to cancel your license- fee
registration in writing or use the cancellation form found on the website, mentioned above, as soon as
possible. The cancellation takes effect from the day it is received by DR License and cannot be backdated.
Contact information;
DR Licens- og Programservice
Postboks 888
0999 København C
Fax: +45 3520 5200
Tel: +45 7020 1313

